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Download SEO Optimiser Software SEO Optimiser to do short and long tail keyword research and link building for any topic.This innovative SEO tool is the most straightforward and effective SEO software on the internet.With SEO Optimiser, you can research keywords that people are searching for and see where they are located. Even the smallest websites will benefit
from having the right information about where your customers are located.At a glance, you will know who your potential customers are and how many of them there are, letting you target your efforts. All of your searches will be recorded in keyword lists and ranked by performance for you, so you can learn which are the most important keywords to target and which are
the least effective.You will be able to see exactly which keywords your competitors are targeting and even find out more information about their websites. You can even export lists and charts to use with other software, like Google Analytics. Additional features: - Targeted keyword searches - Find key phrases for SEO and content marketing - Find keywords that have been
used in other websites - Find keywords used in popular websites - Share your searches publicly or privately - Find out which keywords are most effective - Find keywords that are most competitive - Save time and generate reports - Full user-friendly interface - Convenient keywords search tab - Earn points in the search panel - Social sharing menu - Multiple data filters and
sorting options - Export reports to CSV, XLS, PDF, TXT or HTML - Built-in translator - Randomize sources to get different results - Easy to use - Target an industry, or a single website - Gets you started in minutes - Fast and accurate - Supports Google, Yahoo and Bing - Free & unlimited searches Keywords - Find keywords using the keyword tabs, or use the search box to look
for any keyword you wish to find. - Filter searches - Filter your search using industry, website, source or any additional criteria you wish to use. - Sort results - Sort by several different criteria, including price, competition, estimated traffic value, keywords used, domain age, user reviews, search volume and more. - Export reports - Export your searches to files in various
formats such as CSV, XLS, PDF, TXT and HTML. - Share searches - Share your searches publicly or privately with other people. - Add notes to searches - Send notes, tips and feedback to Google about
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